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Abstract: 
Cloud computing is said to be the way forward, offering great facilitations for startup organizations with cost reduction and flexible and
handy scalability. But along with these many advantages, the cloud computing environment suffers from many risks like: security,
privacy, Service level agreements, and lack of standards. Many questions are raised in this regard like how serious are these
threats? Should we forsake the cloud all together? Or are there ways around? This paper will explore the cloud computing
environment, its architecture, nature and implementation. Also, risks associated with such environment will be explored. Finally, a
proposed framework will be depicted to relate the type of business and the adoption options of diverse cloud computing
environments. Finally, conclusions and future work are stated at the end.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In past, IT was considered an organizational asset; like money, time and labor. Today, things are changing. With less money, short
period of time, and limited labor we can utilize an IT infrastructure through outsourcing such important asset. Businesses no longer
need to acquire, and maintain an IT infrastructure. Businesses can benefit from the concept of cloud computing [1].

Technology, which was only a promising idea a few years ago, is now the fastest growing sector [2]. Cloud computing is a new
paradigm that provides huge storage, and considerable reliability at an acceptable cost. It's a technology that changed a lot; starting
by how software is priced, used, and produced, and how hardware is designed and utilized [3] as well as changing how business is
done [4].

Adding scalability, flexibility, and connivance to organizations, Cloud computing is the commoditization of IT [1]. This new technology
unarguably holds the promise of eliminating the need for expensive IT infrastructure by providing an IT architecture that is accessible
online [5] with increased availability due to the high penetration of mobile technology and broadband Internet networks [6].

Despite its great potential, cloud computing faces significant issues in the business world, the mere idea of entrusting your data to
another company sounds unacceptable to many [7]. It seems unrealistic to ignore the risks embedded in this approach [3]. Security
challenges, and the ability to sustain an acceptable level of data integrity and privacy as data storage is outsourced, are few of many
challenges that face this emerging technology [8].

Cloud computing is based on making data accessible to all authorized personnel regardless of their location via the Internet. The
risks of this technology are not only the ones related to the cloud but also those that are inherited from the Internet itself. Although
this technology deploys all security protocols and known measures, the central question remains: are these measures enough? Such
question is important as we combine the vulnerability of the cloud with the value of our assets [5].

This conceptual paper will review the literature related to cloud computing in relation to its definition, characteristics, service models,
and deployment models. The following section will go through the risks associated with cloud computing, as mentioned in literature.
The following section of the paper will review some of the proposed solutions to limit the impact of these risks, and move forward with
the technology. Finally, we will propose a framework that depicts the relationship between cloud computing environment and
business type/sector.

2 INTRODUCTION TO CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing is defined as "an information technology-based business model, provided as a service over the Internet, where both
hardware and software computing services are delivered on-demand to customers in a self-service fashion, independent of device
and location within high levels of quality, in a dynamically scalable, rapidly provisioned, shared and virtualized way and with minimal
service provider interaction." [9, p.171]. This definition is a result of analyzing 36 definitions of cloud computing, which combines the
technical aspect of the technology as well as its business prospective.

Other researchers defined cloud computing as a convenient model that allows for ubiquitous, on-demand network access to a
sharable pool of computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be easily used with
minimal management effort or vendors interaction [10]. It's a term used to refer to accessing resources (software applications,
storage, and processing power) over the Internet, it has helped businesses to improve capabilities and add capacity without the need
to install new software, train employees to use it, and worry about its maintenance [7].

The main characteristics of cloud computing are the following: Scalability of infrastructure; new capabilities can be added or dropped
on need bases without the need to set up and modify infrastructure or set up new applications. Broad network access: network
availability and network access, with standard mechanisms through the heterogeneous platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and
PDAs). Location independence: clouds are location independent in some sense; there is practically no importance what so ever to
the vendor's location. Reliability: reliability is improved with the use of redundant sites, which makes cloud computing suitable for
business continuity and disaster recovery. Finally, Economies and cost effectiveness: Clouds regardless of the deployment model are
much cheaper [11].

There are four service models for cloud computing [11] [12] [13] [14]:

1. Software as a Service (SaaS): which Offers application as a service on Internet, making collaborate access of software and data
easier than ever, where organizations or individuals pay per use.

2. Platform as a Service (PaaS): Used by developers for developing new applications. Allow them to launching new application for
minimal expenses.

3. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Providers Provide the features on demand utility, organizations pay fraction of the cost on the
contrary to acquiring the infrastructure, small portions of cloud are provided for free [15].

4. Desktop as a service (DaaS): Virtual Desktop Infrastructure where a third party can host desktop services, data storage, security
and backup managed by service provider.

Another typology of cloud computing is distilled from the literature where four deployment models were proposed. The models
depended on the status of organization and the cloud use [10] [16] [17]:
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* Private cloud: The cloud infrastructure is only dedicated to a single organization use or its business units, where the cloud is not
open for public use. This type of cloud may be owned by the organization itself or operated and managed by a third party.

* Community cloud: The cloud infrastructure is dedicated for the use of a specific community of consumers of a particular
organization that have high security standards compliance considerations. Similar to the private cloud community, clouds can be
managed and operated by the organization itself or a third party or somewhere in between.

* Public cloud: The cloud infrastructure is open for the use by the general public, business, and academic institutions. Also,
organizations or governments may own, manage and operate this type of cloud, or some combination of the previous ones.

* Hybrid cloud: This cloud infrastructure is a combination of two or more distinct cloud infrastructures (private, community, or public).

3 RISKS OF CLOUD COMPUTING

This new technology has the power of changing a lot when it comes to how things are done in the business world. Along with its
simplistic scalable nature, cloud computing does not eliminate the need to maintain in-house infrastructure, but it resolves all support
related issues. Despite of all its advantages, cloud computing has many shortcomings that need to be taken into consideration before
decision makers in an organization hasten into believing that cloud computing is the answer to all their prayers [18].

3.1 Security Risks

Ranked as number one in a survey of the most worrying threats in cloud computing [4] security threats are a major concern as we
come to recognize the gap between what service providers claim and what customers want/acquire. There is continuous pressure
exercised over cloud vendors to provide better protection for their clients' information assets, and on key industry players to come up
with standards in this domain [19]. Surveying the literature, the following security threats are summarized [16] [20] [7] [14] [21]:

* The increased attacks: where ever businesses turn, hackers will follow. A number of threats could be faced in the cloud starting by
denial of services due to DoS attacks; as experts even claim that both the risk and the expected damage are mitigated in the cloud
paradigm.

* Side channel attacks: this could be done by placing a virtual machine close to the cloud to compromise the cloud, and use it to
launch attacks.

* Authentication attacks: Authentication methods whether it's something you are, or something you have, or something you know, it
has always been a weak point in hosted and virtual services and is usually very easy to attack .

* Man-in-the-middle cryptographic attacks: as the attacker places him/here self in the middle of two users, to intercept their
communication .

* Inside-job: These types of attacks are carried out from the inside when someone who has the knowledge about the system
manipulates the cloud or its content.

* Browser Security: This is an Internet inherited threat to have the credentials of the client intercepted as they connect to the browser
.

* Cloud Malware Injection Attack (CMIA): the Cloud malware injection attack is when the attacker injects malicious software to the
cloud to damage a spiteful service, application into the cloud.

* Flooding attacks: Attacker attacks the cloud system openly, the attacker keeps making request to the cloud, when the attacker has
made so many request, he consumes the cloud resources, making it incapable of handling customer request

3.2 Legal risks

Due to the lack of uniform governmental regulation, and the absence of standard service level agreements (will be discussed later),
client organizations are at high risk of not being able to protect their own resources. The number of enforcement actions challenging
companies for data security practices filed at the Federal Trade Committee (FTC) has seen a dramatic rise due to the increase use of
cloud computer services. This sizable adoption creates legal liabilities based mainly on security liabilities; when the vendor fails to
provide adequate security for customer data/information, and making it vulnerable for hackers' attacks and damage [22].

Investigative support is another legally related issue; when illegal activities occur (even if it was internal), the investigation process is
both difficult and expensive, and given the co-located data logs of multiple clients in cloud computing, the investigation becomes
impossible [23] [7].

3.3 Privacy risks

Privacy issues range from the immature perception of technology to the absence of regulations in this regard. For further
understanding of the issue we must first distinguish between domestic clouds and trans-border clouds, where the first operates within
one jurisdiction and the later operates in several jurisdictions. Such environment adds more privacy and security risks to this
technology.

In domestic clouds we are concerned whether the data is carried out and used appropriately, when and why it is accessed, how long
will it be kept, and whether the owner is informed of any transactions [19]. On the other hand, in the transborder cloud, we worry
about the cloud operator, its location, and any third party using it. Bearing in mind that what applies in one jurisdiction may not apply
in the other. Other privacy issues include:

1. Access control: the fact that the data/applications of the organization are controlled by the vendor means that the vendors'
personnel will have access to it [2].

2. Internal segmentation: the vendor's cloud is not dedicated to one organization, if not properly structured; there will be risks of data
disclosure by other organizations with which the client organization shares the cloud. A comprehensive review of the privacy risk
associated with data disclosure is discussed in the work of [24].

3. Data ownership: quite frequently the cloud vendor claims ownership of the data, and the right to disseminate and reuse it as well
[25].

4. Subcontractors: it's not unusual to find out that your cloud vendor is actually another cloud vendor customer; this multilayer service
provider's model complicates privacy even further, and who's legally responsible for privacy, security and compliance [26].

3.4 Service issues and risks

Service degradation and maturity: not all vendors are able to provide 24/7 support, any outage could result in great losses especially
for businesses. The reliability of the cloud is one of the major concerns, and is a priority (Dhar, 2012). All services provided via the
cloud involve Internet connection, which can suffer from congestion and outage (Mosher, 2011).

Service level agreement and lack of standards: The deficiency in standards concerning the control and communication for application
in the vendors cloud is a major concern in the IT industry now [27]. There is a clear need to provide a new SLA methodology in the
context of cloud computing [28].

The need for a new methodology stems from the fact that there are several attributes of the dynamic cloud architecture that must be
considered in a comprehensive model of cloud computing SLA. Task related attributes that were handled internally (inside the



organization) prior to the cloud era, are now being handled by a vendor, they must be taken into account as the agreement between
the consumer and the vendor is set. The tasks range from authentication and identity verification to encryption, backup and disasters
recovery, as well as financial penalties in cases of poor performance [29].

3.5 Espionage Risk

Spying is one of the major concerns when it comes to cloud use; in April 2010 Google released a report, where it claims that many
governments around the world have requested the privilege of accessing private information and censoring applications. The truth is
that governmental overreach of private information is not a new threat, but it was augmented by cloud computing [30].

4 CLOUD COMPUTING AND BUSINESS

All the risks mentioned above where not enough to drive businesses away from the cloud concept. Clearly most of the organizations
operating in cloud era look at this technology as an opportunity that needs not to be wasted. According to the CompTIA 4th Annual
Research Report 2013, 90% of companies use some form of cloud computing.

Since forsaking the cloud to avoid its risks sounds out of question, then it's reasonable to look for ways to minimize the risks as we
move forward. The bottom line is that many applications are general purpose ones, therefore, economically it makes much sense to
try to find a provider for these applications [31].

Cloud computing is diffusing its way into the business world. As businesses are looking forward to bypassing the need to pay for
expensive infrastructure, the perceived ease of use and connivance, as well as a common believe that cloud security and privacy are
improving, are the main drivers for cloud adoption [6]. The previously mentioned report [32] proclaimed that the most important
benefits that adopters have experienced as they used the cloud are the following (we report here the top five with their corresponding
percentage of importance by reported by respondents): Ability to cut cost (43%), Better option for multiple reasons (42%),
modernization of legacy IT (40%), reduce capital expenditure (38%), and add new capabilities of features (38%).

4.1 Risk mitigation options

Making the decision: Before an organization makes a decision as critical as moving to the cloud, the management is responsible for
setting out the strategy and defining the organization's critical functions. To help decide whether cloud computing is a viable option or
not, some organizations will find that cloud computing is not an option due to the sensitivity of their operation. Others might see some
room for the adoption of this technology; these organizations have to assess their options in terms of service model, deployment
model and service provider. They also need to have a realistic assessment of the associated risks [23].

Risk management is deemed vital in these situations; it's part of the activities that the organization needs to perform if it chooses to
deploy this technology. It's a generic process with well-known guideline that organizations perform to treat risks embedded in their
activities and to try to obtain and sustain their benefits [3]. Once the organization's managers give the green light for such
deployment, a cloud usage policy must be created. The policy provides a clear view of what activities can be outsourced to the cloud
vendor, and the risk management activities needed. Practically there are four ways to deal with cloud computing risks:

1. Risk avoidance: The organization may choose to forsake the cloud technology altogether, or implement a private cloud deployment
model.

2. Risk reduction: The organization may try to reduce the risk associated with the technology either by reducing its likelihood, impact,
or both.

3. Sharing: The organization may choose to share the risk of the technology by assuring its data or applications.

4. Acceptance: In some cases organizations, accept the risk and move along especially if they cannot work their ways around it [33].

Risk monitoring: regardless of how the organization have chosen to deal with the risk, it's important to monitor the situation, and to
assess the impact of risk awareness or the actions taken, if new risks have emerged or the existing ones have changed [3].

4.2 Choosing the Deployment Model

As discussed previously, and due to many security and privacy challenges, there isn't a one unique solution for cloud use. Financial
organizations would mostly use a private cloud to store their critical information, data or applications. On the other hand,
organizations with high transactions and less sensitive, less valuable data, use public clouds for their data [30]. The choice is not only
based on the sensitivity of the client organization data and activities, but the characteristics of each deployment model needs to be
considered as well. It should be known that public clouds are highly structured and automated with little room for SLA negotiations.
On the other hand, public clouds have security standards that are acceptable to many but of course aren't acceptable to all. Economy
wise the public cloud is more feasible because the organization only pays for what it uses [34].

One of the solutions to deal with the low security in clouds is the adoption of an integrated security dynamic model, which differs from
one transaction to another. Subashini & Kavitha suggested a framework that relates the type of cloud (public, private/community or
hybrid) to the infrastructure issues (management, ownership, location, and access/consumption) [5]. The framework proposed infers
that data should be stored and accessed based on metadata, which will make the data valueless for any intruder. After all, an
organization must categorize its data based on its value and vulnerability to exposure, and then build its own integrated customized
security measures. While the common security measures may be sufficient for some types of data, others require different measures
[35].

Finally, organizations may try to take the best of both words; the privacy and data control of the private cloud and the economy of the
public cloud [34]. All they do is to classify the data to understand the level of its sensitivity. As organizations cannot control the data
once in the cloud, they can control what data to but on the cloud; these organizations are recommended to use the hybrid model [33].

4.3 Negotiating a service level agreement

After the vendor has been chosen, the client organization needs to negotiate a service level agreement with the vendor. A good
contract needs to specify the location of data storage, and jurisdiction on the cloud storage. Because of the lack of universal
standards, policies, and security regulation, the organization needs to be aware that different jurisdictions have different levels of
privacy and security regulations in terms of their strength, based on which organization decision should be made [30].

Availability is one of the most important things to be included in the service level agreement with penalty clues if the agreed upon
level of availability was not met [23]. Some kind of insurance policy, that bounds the vendor for the expenses of data recovery
incurred from failure, needs to be created [36]. The client organization has to limit the access of the data stored on the cloud to a
small number of oversight privileged administrative team, with a long term commitment with the client organization. Organizations
need also to make sure that the data will be stored in an encrypted form, ask who implemented the encryption, and who has access
to the key [23].

The SLA need to specify where the backup data is it be stored, its maintenance (Turner, 2013), the service provider should insure
recovery in cases of total disasters, even if the organization cannot know where will the backup data be stored, they should be
assured of complete restoration, and must be informed of how long it would take [23]. The service level agreement should include
conditions about the vendors' internal auditing process, and what are his standards [37], the service provider should also agree to a
third party periodic auditing [23].

5 A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

This work tried to explore the environment of cloud computing, its risks and some solutions proposed in the literature. The option of
adopting cloud computing is not an easy one, it involves huge risks, but still provides substantial benefits and synergies. Based on



the previous review of business environment, we concluded to the following framework shown in Figure 1.

The proposed framework relates the type of business (institution) to the cloud computing deployment model: the framework, Cloud
Computing Business-Deployment Fit Model.

Based on the reviewed literature, it's safe to conclude that governmental institutions (with greater concerns as to where the service
provider's jurisdiction) are most likely to create their own private cloud. Such option allows for better control, better security, and more
reliance. An example case is the government of Japan which announced that by the year 2015 the country will have a private cloud
that consolidates all governments IT systems, for better efficiency and less cost [38].

As for financial institutions, the idea of cloud computing seems to defy the principles on which these institutions where founded. Due
to the flexibility, high scalability and the low cost made possible by the cloud technology, banks and other financial institutions are
easing their way to a new era of business. They are very much like governmental institutions and pretty much for the same reasons;
financial institutions are most likely to adopt single tenant private cloud deployment model [39]. For better exploitation of this
technology, both governmental and financial institutions may use public clouds for non-core activities in a hybrid cloud deployment
model [38] [39].

While public clouds are less demanding in terms of cost (with using the pay as you go payment model), the freedom of service for
businesses, and the management services offered by the service providers, make public clouds well suited for small and medium
size businesses [40].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Cloud computing is a relatively new technology that provides many benefits to businesses across the world. There are many issues
that this technology presents, security and the elevated chances of attacks, privacy concerns as to who has access to the client
organizations data or applications, who owns them and who has control over them, the lack of standards and legislations, the
difficulties of negotiating a service level agreement, are all among the most pressing issues of this technology.

Despite of the significant risks associated with cloud computing, business adoption of this technology is exponentially escalating.
Proving in a way that the advantages clouds provide are of great importance and outweigh the risks. By attentive management,
organizations can limit the impact of cloud computing risks, assessing the risks associated with the technology, making an educated
choice of deployment model, and negotiating service level agreement, are all important steps to reduce the risks of cloud computing.

This paper proposed an initial framework (Cloud Computing Business-Deployment Fit Model) that relates the institution type to the
cloud computing deployment model. The model is a proposition for researchers to build on and expand to understand better the
needs of organizations and the proper application of cloud computing.

Evidently, standards and best practices regarding cloud computing is an under researched topic that needs further investigation.
These standards and best practices should enlighten businesses of how to make the best of cloud computing, without exposing their
organizations to potentially destructive risks. Future research need to balance the choice between control and cost, between security
and convenience, and between privacy and expansion.

Finally, there is a pressing need to present a comprehensive model that combines the adoption of cloud computing as well as the risk
mitigation methodology that needs to be implemented; this model should serve as a guide to organizations especially small size and
medium size organizations in the deployment of the cloud computing technology.
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